ExxonMobil provides
innovative wax solutions

For more than 50 years, ExxonMobil has
worked to be the wax supplier of choice to
its customers, providing consistent product
quality while ensuring reliable supply for the
products it offers.
As the largest North American producer of
fully refined and slack petroleum waxes,
ExxonMobil has a long history and extensive
expertise in the wax business. ExxonMobil
has a network of refineries with the capability
to produce wax in North America. These
refineries offer a broad range of products,
including approximately 25 different fully
refined, slack, and additized grades and a
variety of logistics options including bulk
liquid via ship, barge, railcar, and truck.
ExxonMobil is committed to meeting the
requirements of its customers. To maintain
this commitment, it routinely evaluates
changing market needs to better meet
customer requirements.
ExxonMobil’s product line includes Parvan™
fully refined waxes, Waxrex™ semi-refined
and specialty fully refined waxes, and
Prowax™ slack waxes.

ExxonMobil waxes are used in a wide variety
of applications, including candles,
corrugating, board sizing, crayons, and
adhesives. Its products help promote
sustainability through the use of fewer
materials and the re-use of existing materials,
thereby enhancing conservation of resources.
For instance, ExxonMobil’s Prowax slack
waxes are used as sizing agents in the
manufacture of oriented strand boards, a
viable alternative to plywood as a building
material. Since long sheets of wood are not
required, oriented strand boards enables
the preservation of old-growth forests
and supports socially responsible forestry
practices. ExxonMobil’s waxes also
waterproof the wood, preventing water
wicking and warping of the board and
enabling longer life, thereby preserving
resources.
ExxonMobil is a leader in technology and
pursues initiatives to enable innovation in the
petroleum wax market. This work is made
possible by a strong focus on research and
technical services and has led to technologies
such as ExxonMobil’s patented DILCHILL™

process, providing enhanced efficiency to
conventional solvent dewaxing processes.
ExxonMobil capitalizes on an integrated team
with unparalleled expertise in support of its
wax business. ExxonMobil’s market and
product research and development efforts
are championed by a team of experienced
industry experts with leading-edge
knowledge, supported by world-class
analytical and testing laboratories.
Leveraging its robust processes around
product development, manufacturing,
testing, and a team experienced in
change management, ExxonMobil reliably
supplies customers with consistent quality
products, enabling solutions that help the
company remain at the forefront of its
customers’ needs.
To learn more about our full range
of wax products, please visit
exxonmobil.com/lubes.
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